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Abstract. In this study we assess the skill of seasonal streamflow forecasts with the global hydrological forecasting system Flood Early Warning System (FEWS)-World, which has
been set up within the European Commission 7th Framework Programme Project Global Water Scarcity Information
Service (GLOWASIS). FEWS-World incorporates the distributed global hydrological model PCR-GLOBWB (PCRaster Global Water Balance). We produce ensemble forecasts
of monthly discharges for 20 large rivers of the world, with
lead times of up to 6 months, forcing the system with biascorrected seasonal meteorological forecast ensembles from
the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and with probabilistic meteorological ensembles
obtained following the ESP procedure. Here, the ESP ensembles, which contain no actual information on weather,
serve as a benchmark to assess the additional skill that may
be obtained using ECMWF seasonal forecasts. We use the
Brier skill score (BSS) to quantify the skill of the system in
forecasting high and low flows, defined as discharges higher
than the 75th and lower than the 25th percentiles for a given
month, respectively. We determine the theoretical skill by
comparing the results against model simulations and the actual skill in comparison to discharge observations. We calculate the ratios of actual-to-theoretical skill in order to quantify the percentage of the potential skill that is achieved. The
results suggest that the performance of ECMWF S3 forecasts
is close to that of the ESP forecasts. While better meteorological forecasts could potentially lead to an improvement in
hydrological forecasts, this cannot be achieved yet using the
ECMWF S3 dataset.

1

Introduction

Reliable seasonal streamflow forecasts potentially have
many benefits including disaster relief, management of hydropower reservoirs, water supply, agriculture and navigation. Seasonal hydrological forecasting on a global scale
could be especially valuable for developing regions, where
effective hydrological forecasting systems are scarce. Furthermore, global seasonal forecasts provide spatially consistent predictions of streamflow anomalies. These may supply
information to disaster management organizations operating
at global scale to prepare for response as well as to the international water and energy markets about the regional availability of water and hydropower in the coming months.
Approaches to seasonal streamflow forecasting can be divided into two categories, empirical/statistical methods and
numerical/dynamical methods. Empirical/statistical methods
use statistical techniques (e.g., simple correlation, multiple
regression, linear or quadratic discriminant analysis, canonical correlation analysis, and neural networks) to find statistically significant relationships between atmospheric/oceanic
indicators and river flow on the basis of historical observations. While statistical forecasts are quite successful in some
regions of the world and in some seasons, in many cases the
available records are too short to accurately capture climatic
variability. Moreover, forecasts derived from past climate do
not include anthropogenic or other long-term changes in the
climate, such as global warming, and statistical methods do
not explain the underlying physical mechanisms. Although
statistical methods are the more widely developed and reliable methods that are used for most current operational sea-
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Figure 1. Selected basins.

sonal forecasts, dynamical modeling is thought to hold the
greatest potential for future improvement in reliable seasonal
streamflow forecasting (Zwiers and von Storch, 2004).
Dynamical model experiments involve the integration of
general circulation models (GCMs), which model atmospheric, oceanic and land surface interactions and processes
as a set of dynamic equations. Seasonal forecasting by GCMs
is based on coupled ocean–atmospheric integrations, where
both atmospheric and oceanic components of the Earth’s system are taken into account. The main source of predictability for climate forecasting at seasonal scale is the long-term
predictability of the oceanic circulation and its large impact
on the global atmospheric circulation. The most important
cause of seasonal climate variability is the ENSO (El Niño–
Southern Oscillation) cycle, which is the large-scale fluctuation of ocean temperatures, rainfall, atmospheric circulation,
vertical motion and air pressure centered over the tropical Pacific but affecting other ocean basins as well. Similarly, unusually warm or cold sea surface temperatures (SST) in other
tropical oceans, the extent and thickness of snow cover and
the amount of soil moisture can have a persistent influence
on the atmospheric circulation (Persson and Grazzini, 2007).
Due to the chaotic nature of the atmospheric–oceanic system, model runs made with small, random perturbations in
the input data may produce a wide range of difference in the
output. Therefore, GCMs are run multiple times with slightly
different sets of initial conditions, producing a set of output
data called an ensemble. The hydrological output from the
land surface scheme of a GCM may be used as streamflow
forecasts. Alternatively, the meteorological forecast ensemble by a GCM may be used as input to a hydrological model,
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which produces streamflow forecast ensembles, as we do in
this research.
This paper investigates the skill of seasonal streamflow
forecasts for 20 of the largest rivers in the world with the
global hydrological forecasting system Flood Early Warning System (FEWS)-World, which has been set up within the
European Commission 7th Framework Programme Project
Global Water Scarcity Information Service (GLOWASIS).
These 20 rivers have been selected for analysis to represent different hydroclimatic conditions and all continents.
Selected basins can be seen in Fig. 1; gauging stations and
basin characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
FEWS-World incorporates the global hydrological model
PCR-GLOBWB (PCRaster Global Water Balance). The capability of global hydrological models to predict streamflow was demonstrated previously by several studies such
as the WaterGap (Alcamo et al., 2003; Döll et al., 2003),
LaD (Milly and Schmakin, 2002), VIC (Nijssen et al., 2001),
WBM (Vörösmarty et al., 2000; Fekete et al., 2002), MacroPDM (Arnell, 1999, 2004) and PCR-GLOBWB (SpernaWeiland et al., 2010; van Beek et al., 2011). Candogan Yossef
et al. (2012) assessed the skill of the global hydrological
model PCR-GLOBWB in reproducing past discharge extremes for 20 large rivers of the world, as a first step towards developing a global seasonal hydrological forecasting
system and assessing its skill. The study quantified skill in
deterministic hindcast mode, using the ERA-40 reanalyses
by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). This preliminary assessment by Candogan
Yossef et al. (2012) concluded that the prospects for seasonal
forecasting with PCR-GLOBWB or comparable models are
positive. Since actual probabilistic meteorological forecast
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Table 1. Basin characteristics and gauging stations (GRDC).
Basin

Gauging station

Amazon
Parana
Brahmaputra
Yangtze
Yellow River
Mekong
McKenzie
Nelson
Ob
Lena
Rhine
Danube
Volga
Columbia
St. Lawrence
Mississippi
Murray–Darling
Orange River
Zambezi
Nile

Obidos
Corientes
Bahadurabad
Datong
Huayuankou
Muhdahan
ArcticRedRiver
Kettle Generating Station
Salekhard
Kyusur
Rees
Ceatal Izmail
Volgograd Power Plant
Beaver Army Terminal
Cornwall
Vicksburg
Lock 9 Upstream
Vioolsdrif
Lukulu
El Ekhsase

ensembles were not used, the assessment did not include errors in the meteorological forcing.
However, in an actual forecasting setup, the predictive skill
of a hydrological forecasting system is affected not only by
errors in model structure and parameterization and initial
conditions such as soil moisture, groundwater and snow, but
also by meteorological forcing errors. Skill of seasonal hydrological forecasts can thus be improved by better meteorological forecasts on the one hand and by better estimation of
initial hydrologic states through assimilation of independent
hydrological observations on the other hand. The improvement in the overall predictability that may be attained depends on the relative importance of these two sources of uncertainty, which varies considerably among hydrological systems according to location, season and lead time (Bierkens
and van den Hurk, 2007; Bierkens and van Beek, 2009;
Shukla and Lettenmaier, 2011; Shukla et al., 2011; Yuan et
al., 2015). Candogan Yossef et al. (2013) assessed the roles
of initial conditions (ICs) and meteorological forcing (MF) in
the skill of the global seasonal streamflow forecasting system
FEWS-World, based on the ESP/revESP procedure outlined
by Wood and Lettenmaier (2008). This study shows the potential for improvement in the skill of streamflow forecasts
by a better estimation of IC or a more accurate MF input per
region and per time of the year. The current paper aims to
assess the total skill of hydrological forecasts, as affected by
errors in model structure, in the estimation of IC as well as in
the actual meteorological forecasts that are used to force the
model.
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Area (km2 )

Qavg (m3 s−1 )

6 915 000
2 583 000
930 000
1 800 000
752 000
795 000
1 660 000
1 060 000
2 950 000
2 430 000
65 700
817 000
1 360 000
665 400
774 000
2 981 000
991 000
866 500
206 530
2 900 000

190 000
18 000
48 160
31 900
2570
16 000
9213
3447
12 680
17 000
2200
6400
8115
6670
7367
12 740
257
259
776
1251

The remaining part of this paper is set up as follows. Section 2 describes the global seasonal hydrological forecasting
system, FEWS-World, the global hydrological model PCRGLOBWB, the meteorological forcing data, the hydrological
simulations and the skill assessment. Results are presented in
Sect. 3, followed by discussion in Sect. 4 and conclusions in
the last section.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Global hydrological forecasting system
FEWS-World

FEWS-World is a global hydrological forecasting system
configured within the forecasting environment Delft-FEWS.
Delft-FEWS is an open shell for data handling, managing
and guiding forecasting processes (Werner et al., 2013). It
is used by a large number of operational forecasting centers
and agencies around the world for various purposes such as
forecasting hydrological storm surges, river flows, reservoir
management and water quality. FEWS-World has been built
as part of the GLOWASIS project. The FEWS-World system consists of a master controller, a Postgres database and
18 forecasting shells (i.e., computational cores) for efficient
handling of ensemble forecasts and data processing. Within
FEWS-World several workflows have been set up for running
the global hydrological model PCR-GLOBWB using the precipitation, temperature and potential evaporation fields from
the ERA-Interim/Land GPCP-corrected dataset (Balsamo et
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 21, 4103–4114, 2017
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al., 2015). Further descriptions of the meteorological forcing
datasets are given in Sect. 2.2.
PCR-GLOBWB simulates the terrestrial part of the global
water cycle (van Beek et al., 2011; van Beek and Bierkens,
2009). It is coded in the high-level computer language
PCRaster for constructing environmental models (Wesseling
et al., 1996). The model is fully distributed and operates on
a regular grid with a cell size of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ on a daily time
step. Meteorological forcing is assumed to be constant over
the grid cell. Sub-grid variability of hydrological processes
is taken into account in the representation of short and tall
vegetation, open water, different soil types, saturated area,
surface runoff, interflow and groundwater discharge.
PCR-GLOBWB calculates the water balance for every
grid cell by tracking the transfer of water between the atmosphere and the cell, through stores within each cell, and laterally, as discharge, from one cell to the downstream neighbor. The model calculates the storages and fluxes of water,
and simulates the generation of runoff and its propagation
as discharge through the river network. Precipitation falls either as snow or rain depending on atmospheric temperature.
It can be intercepted by vegetation and added to the finite
canopy storage, which is subject to open-water evaporation.
Snow is accumulated when the temperature is lower than
0 ◦ C and melts when it is higher. Snowmelt is added to rain
and throughfall; it is either stored in the available pore space
in the snow cover, or it infiltrates into the top soil layer. Part
of this water is transformed into surface runoff and the remainder infiltrates into the soil through two vertically stacked
soil layers and an underlying groundwater layer. Water is exchanged between these layers following Darcy’s law and the
resulting soil moisture is subject to evapotranspiration. The
remaining water contributes to lateral drainage as interflow
from the soil layers or baseflow from the groundwater reservoir. The total drainage, consisting of surface runoff, interflow and baseflow, is routed through the drainage network
of rivers, lakes, wetlands and reservoirs, using the kinematic
wave approach, based on the global drainage direction map
DDM30, which describes the drainage directions of surface
water with a spatial resolution of 300 longitude by 300 latitude
(Döll and Lehner, 2002). An extensive description of PCRGLOBWB can be found in van Beek and Bierkens (2009).
2.2

Meteorological forcing data

The meteorological variables required to force PCRGLOBWB are daily values of precipitation, evapotranspiration and temperature. In the absence of direct estimates of
actual evapotranspiration, the model can be forced with values of reference potential evapotranspiration, calculated from
temperature, radiation, cloud cover, vapor pressure and wind
speed.
We force PCR-GLOBWB with two different datasets. The
first one is the ERA-Interim/Land dataset (Balsamo et al.,
2015). This is a global meteorological dataset, which is
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 21, 4103–4114, 2017

a combination of the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.,
2011) and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
monthly rainfall observations (Huffman and Bolvin, 2011;
Huffman et al., 2009). ERA-Interim is a robust global atmospheric reanalysis produced by the ECMWF. It is an “interim” reanalysis initially started from the year 1989; later
extended back to the year 1979, and continues to be updated
forward in time. ERA-Interim reanalysis was produced as a
part of the next-generation extended reanalysis intended to
replace ERA-40. The GPCP is part of the Global Energy
and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) of the World Climate Research program (WCRP). The GPCP provides global
precipitation estimates by merging infrared and microwave
satellite estimates with rain gauge data from more than 6000
stations. Monthly values of potential evaporation have been
estimated from ERA-Interim, using fields of temperature, radiation, cloud cover, vapor pressure and wind speed, by application of the Penman–Monteith equation (Monteith, 1981;
Penman, 1948) for a reference grass canopy, according to the
FAO methodology (Allen et al., 1998). Reference potential
evaporation is multiplied by a monthly crop factor to obtain
land cover specific potential evaporation in PCR-GLOBWB.
The second dataset that we use to force the model is the
re-forecast ensemble of the system-3 (S3) seasonal forecast
archives of the ECMWF covering the period 1981–2010.
S3 seasonal forecasts are run in ensemble mode on a fully
coupled ocean–atmosphere model. They are run on the first
of every month as the initial date, integrated forward for
6 months. Verifications show that the skill of forecasts in regions and seasons known to have a teleconnection with the El
Niño is much higher than during neutral conditions. ECMWF
seasonal forecast system has been shown to be superior to
statistical systems in forecasting the onset of El Niño or La
Niña. But once an event has started statistical systems have
comparable skill. The dynamical model is also better than
the statistical models in forecasting the SST in the Atlantic
Ocean and the Indian Ocean. In many parts of the tropics,
where changes such as those associated with El Niño can
have a large impact on global weather patterns, a substantial
part of the year-to-year variation in seasonal-mean rainfall
and temperature is predictable. In mid-latitudes, the level of
predictability is lower and Europe, in particular, is a difficult
area to predict. Seasonal forecasts start to show signs of systematic model errors after about 10 days into the forecast.
The ECMWF does not introduce any artificial terms in the
equations to reduce the drift. Rather, a daily bias correction
based on quantile–quantile transformation is applied on each
forecast. In order to account for drift, we applied a bias correction using datasets varying per forecast month. As a result,
there are 12 bias correction datasets each with a length equal
to a seasonal forecast. The bias correction dataset was provided by the ECMWF (Emanuel Dutra, personal communication, 2015) within the GLOWASIS project. Since November 2011 the seasonal forecast system S4 has become operational to replace S3 with the goal of improving those aswww.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/21/4103/2017/
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pects, where S3 had problems. The improvements brought
by S4 include, a next-generation ocean model, a higher spatial resolution, a larger ensemble size. The ensemble number
of re-forecasts, which is relevant to our study, was increased
from 11 to 15, and the forecasts integrated forward for 7, instead of 6 months. Though there are not many published references on S4 yet, initial studies indicate that there are some
improvements in performance over S3, such as higher skill
for ENSO forecasts. However, there are also certain aspects
where the performance is worse. For instance, S4 suffers
from a stronger bias in tropical Pacific SST than S3 (Molteni
et al., 2011). Concerning the skill of re-forecast ensembles,
an initial report by Norton and Rowlands (2011) compares
the skill of 15-member S4 re-forecasts, to the 11-member
S3 re-forecasts for the period 1981–2010; and concludes that
there is no clear separation in skill between S3 and S4 on seasonal forecast timescales, from month 2 onwards. Therefore,
taking into consideration that temperature and precipitation
from the S3 re-forecast ensembles were bias corrected, we
conclude that S3 is the preferred dataset for our study.
2.3

Streamflow forecast runs

PCR-GLOBWB is run at a daily time step to produce two
sets of streamflow forecast ensembles, as well as the control simulation run. The first forecast run follows the ESP
procedure using the ERA-Interim/Land dataset as basis for
the meteorological input. The second forecast run uses actual ECMWF S3 seasonal forecasts as meteorological input.
Model spin-up is carried out over the period 1979–1984
using ERA-Interim/Land dataset. Subsequently, the hydrological states at the end of this 5-year spin-up are used as
initial states for the control run. The control run started from
these initial states with the ECMWF S3 seasonal forecasts
for the period 1979–2010. Daily discharge values are aggregated into monthly totals. Monthly aggregation provides a
more appropriate forecast at the seasonal scale and a proxy
of the underlying distribution. Hydrologic states, as well as
monthly discharge totals, are saved at the end of each month.
These states are used as ICs for running the ESP as well as
the ECMWF S3 seasonal forecasts.
The ESP forecast ensemble is produced with the ESP
workflow within Delft-FEWS. Input ensembles of the meteorological forcing are created from the 32-year input data
series (1979–2010). PCR-GLOBWB model runs are initialized on the first day of each month using the stored ICs. In
order to avoid any further bias, we excluded the first 2 years
and limited the subsequent analysis to the period 1981–2010.
This results in 360 ESP runs, each run containing 31 members, excluding the year in question from the 32-year series.
The ECMWF S3 streamflow forecast ensemble is produced
by forcing the model with bias-corrected meteorological input dataset from the ECMWF S3 seasonal forecast archive,
containing 11 ensemble members for each forecast and covering the period 1981–2010. (12 monthly forecasts over the
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/21/4103/2017/
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30-year period result in 30×12 = 360 runs, with 11 ensemble
members for each run.) Both the ESP and ECMWF S3 runs
are carried out in batch using the FEWS-World forecasting
system. Each run spans 6 months and produces an ensemble
of 11 monthly discharge values for six lead times.
2.4

Skill assessment

The Brier skill score (BSS) is commonly used for the skill
assessment of meteorological probabilistic forecasts. In order
to quantify the added skill obtained by using ECMWF S3
seasonal meteorological forecasts compared to the reference
ESP forecast, we employ the BSS, calculated by Eq. (1):
BSS = 1 −

BSforecast
.
BSref

(1)

The BS values for a given month and lead time are given by
Eq. (2):
BS =

N
1 X
(pt − ot )2 ,
N t=1

(2)

where N is the number of forecasting instances, p is the forecasted probability and o is the observed probability.
The range of the BSS is (−∞, 1) and the best value for a
perfect forecast is 1. When the BSS is equal to 0, the forecast skill is equal to that of the reference forecast. Here, a
skill of zero or less implies that the seasonal forecasts provide no additional information compared to the random generated climatology of the ESP forecast run. The range of the
BS is (0, 1), 0 being the best value for a perfect forecast and
1 the worst.
Besides the BS and its associated skill score BSS, it is
possible to use other verification metrics, such as the relative operating characteristic (ROC) score, or the continuous
ranked probability skill score (CRPSS) for the skill assessment. We prefer to use the BS and BSS since we would like
to assess the skill of our forecasting system in predicting a
category of high, low or normal flow for the given month,
rather than an exact discharge value, and BS is very suitable
for this purpose. BS is the mean squared error of probabilistic forecasts for a given dichotomous event. A probability
threshold is used to define the binary event to be observed
and forecasted. The BS is a relevant verification metric for
analyzing the performance of a forecast system for specific
categories, defined by a set of thresholds. It is preferred for
being a proper score, i.e., being optimized for forecasts that
correspond to the best judgment of the forecaster. It is also a
highly compressed score; i.e., it directly accounts for forecast
probabilities without necessitating a contingency table for
each probability threshold (Bartholmes et al., 2009; Ferro,
2007).
In this study, we use two probability thresholds corresponding to the 25th and 75th percentiles for high and low
flows, respectively. Values below the 25th percentile of a
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 21, 4103–4114, 2017
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Table 2. Meteorological datasets used for calculating BS.
Theoretical (BStheo )

BSforecast
BSref

forecasted (p)

observed (o)

forecasted (p)

observed (o)

ECMWF S3
ESP

ERA 40
ERA 40

ECMWF S3
ESP

GRDC
GRDC

given month of the year are considered low flows and those
above the 75th percentile are considered high flows. The
thresholds are calculated separately for forecasted values and
observed values. In other words, we classify a forecasted
value as high flow if it exceeds the 75th percentile of all forecasted values for the same month of the year and low flow if
it is below the 25th percentile. Similarly, an observed value
is classified as high flow if it exceeds the 75th percentile of
all observed values for the same month of the year and low
flow if it is below the 25th percentile. This approach eliminates any systematic bias in the simulations compared to the
observations. In this way, we are able to assess the skill in
forecasting the occurrence of flows that are higher or lower
than usual for a given month.
We calculate the BS and BSS values in 20 large global
basins separately for the 12 months of the year and for all
six lead times. When calculating the BS for a given month
and a given lead time, we use the forecast ensembles that predict the total monthly discharge generated during that given
month. In other words, we use the discharge ensembles resulting from the simulations that start at time t0 and end at
time tn with a lead time of n months, where t0 is prior to
the end of the given forecast month by n months. Thus, for
the month of May and for a 1-month lead time, n = 1, t0 is
1 May and tn is 31 May. For a 2-month lead time, n = 2, t0
is 1 April and tn is again the 31 May.
For the ESP approach and the ECMWF S3 seasonal meteorological forecasts, we quantify the theoretical as well as the
actual skill. To calculate the theoretical skill, we compare the
ESP and ECMWF S3 streamflow forecast ensembles to the
results of the control simulation; and for the actual skill we
compare them to observed discharge records. The discharge
records used are provided by the Global Runoff Data Centre
(GRDC) and measured at stations located at the basin outlets.
The meteorological datasets used in the calculation of scores
are clarified in Table 2.

3
3.1

Actual (BSact )

Results
Skill scores

We present the results of the skill assessment in 20 score tables for 20 rivers (Tables S1–S20). The tables are presented
in the Supplement. The first eight parts of each table show
the BS values for the ECMWF S3 forecast as well as the
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 21, 4103–4114, 2017

BSS values, calculated for the four cases of actual and theoretical skill, for low and high flows, i.e., the 25th and the
75th percentiles. Tables present the scores for the 12 months
of the year and for six lead times.
The tables are color coded for easier visual inspection.
Values are highlighted in blue where the accuracy of the
ECMWF S3 forecasts is considerably higher than that of the
ESP forecast, and in yellow where it is considerably lower.
Since the best value for BS is 0, higher forecast accuracy corresponds to a lower BS. Where the difference between the
BS values of the ECMWF S3 and ESP forecasts are larger or
equal to 0.05, the value is highlighted in light blue or light
yellow; where it is larger or equal to 0.1, it is highlighted
in dark blue or dark yellow. The last two parts of each table show the ratios of the BSact to BStheo of both the ESP
and ECMWF S3 forecasts, for the 12 months of the year and
six lead times, for low and high flows, respectively.
3.2

Overview of the basins with added skill

We provide a global overview of the basins where added skill
is obtained using ECMWF S3 meteorological forecast input
compared to the ESP input. The locations of improved skill
are presented on four world maps for the four cases of actual
and theoretical skill, for low and high flows, i.e., the 25th and
the 75th percentiles (Fig. 2). The maps indicate the number
of months per year with skillful forecasts at each location, as
well as the maximum lead time for which the skill is retained.
4

Discussion of results

In this section, we discuss the results for several larger basins
in the context of prevailing hydroclimatic conditions.
4.1

Tropical, monsoon-dominated basins

As can be seen in Fig. 2a, results indicate that in the Amazon basin the theoretical skill of the ECMWF S3 forecasts
is quite high for predicting lower flows than usual for the
given month. In Table S1 for the Amazon, the color-coded
first part, which presents the BStheo for low flow, shows that
most of the values are colored blue. This indicates that the accuracy of ECMWF S3 forecasts are significantly higher than
the ESP forecasts; i.e., the difference between the BS values
is higher than 0.05. For lead times of 1 and 2 months, the improvement is larger, as can be seen on the first two columns,
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/21/4103/2017/
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Figure 2. Global overview of basins with improved forecast skill. Panels (a) theoretical skill in low flows, (b) theoretical skill in high flows,
(c) actual skill in low flows, (d) actual skill in high flows.
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which are colored mostly dark blue, indicating a difference
between BS values higher than 0.1.
The results for high flows are very different than those for
low flows, as can be seen in Fig. 2b, as well as the third and
fourth parts of Table S1. Most BS values of the ECMWF S3
are very close to the ESP, with only a few yellow highlighted
values denoting a worse performance.
The results are also different for the actual skill as can
be seen in Fig. 2c and d. Both for low and high flows (the
fifth to eighth parts of the Table S1), the performance of the
ECMWF S3 is either very close to the ESP or lower, as can
be seen again by the yellow color. The average ratio of BSact
to BStheo of the ECMWF S3 forecasts over the year and the
six lead times is 0.5 in forecasting low flows and 0.57 in high
flows (the last two parts of Table S1). These ratios increase
with increasing lead time, starting from 0.21 for low flows
at a lead time of 1 month, and rising to 0.68 at a lead time
of 6 months. There are considerable differences in the ratios
between months as well.
Candogan Yossef et al. (2012) showed that hydrological
forecasting skill in the Amazon basin is dominated by initial conditions for lead times of 1–2 months, and even up to
4 months for forecasting the discharge during the Southern
Hemisphere spring, from August until November. Initial conditions are especially important during high-flow conditions
(March, April and May) (Paiva et al., 2012) and the recession
period (June, July, August), when the increased groundwater storage plays an important role. Moreover, in large basins
such as the Amazon where long travel times are involved, the
knowledge of surface water conditions several months ahead
is an important source of forecast skill. Meteorological forcing starts to play a more important role beyond 1–2-month
lead times throughout the rest of the year. The present study
shows, however, that by using ECMWF S3 seasonal forecasts
the biggest skill improvement over the ESP procedure can be
attained at lead times of 1–2 months, but less at longer lead
times when meteorological forcing plays a more important
role. For lead times beyond 1–2 months an improvement in
skill during most of the year still exists, but it should be noted
that this improvement is observed only in the theoretical skill
in forecasting low flows.
The results for the other tropical South American basin
that we study, the Parana, shows a somewhat similar pattern to the Amazon, in the sense that the theoretical skill of
ECMWF S3 in forecasting low flows is higher than ESP in
some cases, whereas for high flows it is mostly lower (see
Table S2). In contrast, the actual skill of ECMWF S3 in forecasting both high and low flows in the Parana is quite different than that in the Amazon. The ratio of actual to theoretical
skill of ECMWF S3 forecasts is much lower than that in the
Amazon. Averaged over the months of the year and different lead times, it is 0.27 and 0.25 for low and high flows, respectively. Notwithstanding, comparing the actual skill of the
ECMWF S3 forecasts to the ESP, we see several months and
lead times where the actual skill is significantly improved by
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 21, 4103–4114, 2017
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using ECMWF S3 forecasts, especially for forecasting high
flows at longer lead times and during the first half of the year.
For shorter lead times and for the second half of the year
however, the actual performance of ECMWF S3 in forecasting high flows is significantly worse than ESP. In forecasting
low flows, forecast accuracy is also mostly reduced by using
ECMWF S3 forecasts.
Another monsoon-dominated tropical river, the Brahmaputra in the Indian sub-continent, shows a similar pattern
to the Parana. In Table S3, we see again a significant improvement in the actual skill for forecasting high flows at
longer lead times during the first half of the year. Just like
the Parana, forecast accuracy is significantly lower at shorter
lead times during the second half of the year. In contrast,
the actual skill for forecasting low flows is significantly low
at longer lead times, and high at a lead time of 1 month. In
theoretical skill, the accuracy of ECMWF S3 re-forecasts in
the Brahmaputra for both high and low flows is either very
close to that of the ESP or lower. The ratio of the theoretical
skill of ECMWF S3 to the actual skill varies considerably for
high and low flows, as well as over the year and the range of
lead times. The averages are 0.24 and 0.34 for low and high
flows, respectively, ranging from as low as 0.2 for low flow
forecasts in January to as high as 1.25 for high-flow forecasts in April. The BS values for April high flows at all lead
times are higher for actual skill calculations where the forecasted discharges are compared to actual discharge records,
than the theoretical skill where they are compared to model
simulations. Indeed, it was shown by Candogan Yossef et
al. (2012) that the ESP procedure performs worse than the
unconditional climatological record of observed flow from
April to September even for lead times of 1 month. The forecast skill in the Brahmaputra is strongly dominated by MF
during the monsoon season for all lead times. During these
months, at a lead time of 1 month, the ECMWF S3 performs
significantly worse than the ESP, for the assessment of actual
skill. This means the apparent potential for improvement in
hydrological forecasts at short lead times by using ECMWF
S3 seasonal meteorological forecasts cannot be realized at
the moment.
In the two large rivers of China, the Yangtze and the Yellow River, there exists a potential for improving forecasts
beyond 1-month lead time through better MF during the
high-flow period (see Table S4 and S5). This period extends
from May to October in the Yellow River and from April to
September in the Yangtze (Candogan Yossef et al., 2012).
Our results for the actual skill in forecasting high flows show
that this opportunity may be partly realized in both rivers.
The added skill of ECMWF S3 over ESP in forecasting
higher than usual discharges during the high-flow periods at
longer lead times may aid the estimation of increased probability of flooding at lead times of 4–6 months. Moreover,
the actual skill of ECMWF S3 is also high in forecasting low
flows at short lead times during some months of the highflow periods, especially for the Yellow River. This may help a
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better estimation of the probability of less than expected discharges during high-flow periods, at 1–2-month lead times.
The actual skill of ECMWF S3 forecasts in the Yangtze
captures on average 0.23 of the theoretical skill for low flows,
and 0.25 for high flows. These numbers are 0.22 and 0.26
in the Yellow River for low and high flows, respectively. In
both rivers, for both high and low flows, a significant pattern
emerges in the ratios of actual to theoretical skill. The ratios
are considerably higher during wet periods than during dry
periods.
Similar to the Yellow River and the Yangtze, also in the
Mekong basin forecast skill during the wet period from July
to October is dominated by MF beyond 1-month lead time.
However, the results for the Mekong are different from those
for the Chinese basins. Added skill of ECMWF S3 over ESP
in forecasting higher than usual discharges during the wet periods can be seen not at longer lead times, but only at a lead
time of 1 month, as can be seen in Table S6. This may aid
better estimation of flood probability at short notice. Beyond
1 month, the performance of ECMWF S3 forecasts are either worse or not significantly different than ESP. ECMWF
S3 forecasts of lower than usual discharges during either the
wet or dry periods perform worse than ESP at short lead
times, but there are some months of improved skill at long
lead times.
The ratios of theoretical skill of ECMWF S3 forecasts to
the actual skill in the Mekong are 0.37 and 0.60 for low and
high flows, respectively. During the high-flow period from
July to October, the actual skill in forecasting higher than
usual discharges reaches more than 0.80 of the theoretical
skill.
4.2

Arctic basins

In Arctic basins, snowpack, ice and groundwater processes
have a long memory, causing the forecast skill to be dominated by ICs for lead times up to 6 months (Candogan Yossef
et al., 2013). The North American Arctic rivers Mackenzie
and Nelson, as well as the Asian Ob and Lena are ice bound
for a significant part of the year and peak discharges follow
snowmelt. The ESP forecasts already perform quite well in
these Arctic rivers as would be expected for basin with such
a large memory. Tables S7–S10 show that the ECMWF S3
forecasts for these rivers are not significantly skillful when
compared to the ESP. During May–June, which is the beginning of the high-flow season in Arctic rivers, one might
expect some improvement in skill with ECMWF S3 forecasts over the ESP due to the temperature effect determining
the onset of snowmelt. However, there is no significant increase in the performance of ECMWF S3 forecasts over the
ESP forecasts, not even during the beginning of the high-flow
season. ECMWF S3 forecasts perform very similar to ESP,
and even worse in some cases. Especially the actual skill of
ECMWF S3 forecasts in the Arctic basins in Asia is considerably low when compared to the ESP forecasts.
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The ratios of actual skill to theoretical skill are not very
low in the Arctic basins in general. Low ratios would be expected in areas where the model has large errors associated
with snow and glaciers and consequent errors in the timing
of peak discharges. In the river Ob for instance, where the
discharge peaks in June, the actual skill reaches 0.60–0.70 of
the theoretical skill, so it may be concluded that the timing
of the model is well approximated.
4.3

Temperate regions

The ECMWF S3 forecasts in general do not perform significantly better than ESP in the temperate European basins,
such as Rhine, Danube and Volga as can be seen in Tables S11–S13. There are some cases with improvement in
the skill in forecasting flows lower than usual, especially in
the theoretical skill. However, for high flows the ECMWF
S3 forecasts perform worse than the ESP. In the Rhine basin,
where improvement in forecast accuracy depends on better
climate forecasts, using the ECMWF S3 forecasts does not
provide an improvement over the ESP. In the Danube and the
Volga, we see an improvement in the theoretical skill in forecasting low flows during winter months. In the Danube and
especially the Volga basins snowmelt and groundwater processes play a bigger role than the Rhine. Low flows during
winter months are actually dominated by the groundwater
processes rather than the meteorological forcing. Nevertheless, this is where we see a consistent improvement in skill by
using the ECMWF S3 forecasts. For high flows on the other
hand, ECMWF S3 forecasts perform worse, both in their theoretical and actual skill.
The ratios of actual to theoretical skill are in general quite
high for the European basins, but lower in temperate basins
of North America. In the Columbia River forecasts are dominated by the ICs due to snow and the performance of ESP
forecasts is already high. Using ECMWF S3 forecasts does
not bring a significant improvement (see Table S14).
In the St. Lawrence River, peak flows are fed by spring and
summer snowmelt accompanied by rain. Candogan Yossef
et al. (2013) concluded that the forecasting skill in spring
and summer months depends largely on the snowpack accumulated during the previous winter months, dominating
seasonal forecasts up to 6 months ahead. These findings
are in disagreement with the results of Shukla and Lettenmaier (2011), which show that ESP forecasts initialized from
December to April are skillful only for 1–2-month lead times.
As it was mentioned in Candogan Yossef et al. (2013), the
disagreement is probably due to errors in one or both models in the estimation of snow accumulation. The results of
the present study confirm the importance of ICs on the one
hand. Table S15 shows that the theoretical skill of ECMWF
S3 forecasts is considerably low compared to the ESP in the
St. Lawrence, especially for forecasting higher flows than
usual during the summer months. On the other hand, the actual skill of the ECMWF S3 forecasts in forecasting lower
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than usual summer flows is significantly high for 2, 3 and
4-month lead times. This finding supports the conclusion of
Shukla and Lettenmaier (2011), which emphasizes the importance of MF beyond 1–2-month lead times. Additionally,
the fact that the ratio of actual skill to theoretical skill in St.
Lawrence is rather on the low side may be an indication of
errors in our model in representing the snow processes.
For the southeastern US rivers, the results of Candogan
Yossef et al. (2013) as well as those of Shukla and Lettenmaier (2011) show that skill due to ICs diminishes after 1–2month lead time and that forecasts would benefit most from
improvements in MF throughout the year. However, the results of the present study show that in general this potential
improvement cannot be realized for the Mississippi by using ECMWF S3 forecasts. The performance of ECMWF S3
forecasts is similar to the ESP in most cases, as can be seen
in Table S16, and it is lower than ESP in more case than it is
higher, with no apparent pattern.
4.4

Semi-arid regions

Candogan Yossef et al. (2013) concluded that the relative importance of ICs is the lowest in the Murray–Darling basin and
any improvement of hydrological forecasts depends on better climate forecasts. The results of the present study for this
basin show that the theoretical skill of ECMWF S3 forecasts
are significantly high in some cases, but lower in other cases,
with no apparent pattern (see Table S17). The accuracy of
ECMWF S3 forecasts in assessment of actual skill is lower
than ESP in most cases. Also, the ratios of actual to theoretical skill are quite low in this basin for both high and low
flows.
Similarly, in the semi-arid African basins of the Orange
River and the Zambezi, where the knowledge of MF plays
a very important role in the forecast skill, the performance
of ECMWF S3 forecasts is worse compared to the ESP in
most cases. Tables S18 and S19 show that the accuracy of
ECMWF S3 is lower than ESP in these basins, particularly
in actual skill. In contrast, in the Nile basin, the ICs dominate the forecast skill, resulting in high performance of ESP
forecasts throughout the year assuming that the release strategy of the Aswan reservoir is known (Candogan Yossef et
al., 2013). The results of the present study show that the theoretical skill of ECMWF S3 cannot surpass the already high
performance of the ESP (see Table S20). Actually, forecasts
with ECMWF S3 perform considerably worse. In actual skill
however, the accuracy of the ESP forecasts in the Nile is very
low due to the large effect of the reservoir operations. In fact,
the ratio of actual to theoretical skill is the lowest by far in
this basin. With such a low accuracy of ESP forecasts despite the dominance of ICs, comparison of the performance
of ECMWF S3 to ESP is not very meaningful. Our results of
actual skill in both high and low flows in the Nile appear to
be very erratic indeed.
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Conclusions

We assessed the skill of seasonal streamflow forecasts with
the global hydrological forecasting system FEWS-World,
set up within the GLOWASIS project. Global hydrological
model PCR-GLOBWB was run with the ESP procedure as
well as with ECMWF S3 bias-corrected seasonal meteorological forecast ensembles. We produced ensemble forecasts
of monthly discharges for 20 large rivers of the world, with
lead times of up to 6 months. We quantified the skill of
ECMWF S3 forecasts compared to the reference ESP forecasts using the BSS, both for high and low flows. We determined the theoretical skill by comparing the results against
model simulations, as well as the actual skill by comparing
against discharge observations. We also calculated the ratios
of actual to theoretical skill.
We analyzed these results in the context of prevailing hydroclimatic conditions. This analysis suggests that the skill
varies considerably according to location, season and lead
time. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:
– In general, the performance of the ECMWF S3 forecast
run is close to that of the ESP forecast run.
– There are basins where the ECMWF S3 forecast run
performs significantly better than the ESP, during certain periods of the year and at certain lead times.
– However, there are in fact more cases where the
ECMWF S3 forecast run performs worse than the ESP.
– In most cases, the apparent potential for improvement
in seasonal hydrological forecasts by using better meteorological forecasts cannot be realized as yet with the
model PCR-GLOBWB and the ECMWF S3 re-forecast
dataset.
– As more accurate global hydrological models and more
skillful seasonal meteorological forecasts become available in the future, such as the most recent ECMWF system S4, further studies will be needed to assess the improvement in seasonal hydrological forecasts, as well as
the effect of meteorological forecast quality vs. model
errors on the hydrological forecasts.
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